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TCLWD/TCCX- Long working distance telecentric lenses for 2/3” detectors 
(with or without in-line/coaxial illumination) 

New TCLWD/TCCX telecentric lenses are compact in size and are designed to provide long 
working distances which are necessary for special industrial environments such as in electronics 
industry, allowing for additional space to install Illumination or motion / transfer / handling systems.
TCLWD series of telecentric lenses is designed to provide 135 mm of Working distance and 
magnifications of 0.5X 0.66X 0.75X 1.00X 1.50X 2.50X 3.50X ensuring unmatched optical 
performances, including high telecentricity, low distortion and very high resolution.
TCCX series offers the same magnifications and working distance of TCLWD series adding coaxial 
light. Coaxial light is essential to obtain homogeneous illumination of uneven surfaces and testing 
small surface defects such as scratches or grooves. 
TCCX series is the perfect choice for many different inspection tasks (such as recognition of silicon 
wafers patterns) thanks to the long working distance and coaxial light. 

TC4K and LTCL4K - Compact flat telecentric lenses and illuminators 
for 4 K line scan cameras

TC4K series are unique flat telecentric lenses specifically designed for 4K linescan cameras. 
These lenses are the perfect choice for line scan measurement applications such as optical shaft 
measurement. 
Their innovative compact design allow these lenses to perfectly fit in tight spaces. Moreover they 
can be coupled with their matching 4K telecentric illuminators enhancing even more edge contrast 
and depth of field.

LT family - High power strobe Dome illuminators and Low angle ringlights

LTDM and LTLA series are respectively strobable high power dome illuminators and strobable 
high power low-angle ringlight illuminators designed to illuminate very fast moving objects thanks 
to their extremely high power. They come in three sizes and three different colors (white, red and 
green). Additionally new LTDMLA series combines the Dome and the low angle ringlight illuminators 
creating a unique and compact illumination solution. 

LTPRXP - LED High power pattern projector 

LTRPX series consists of very high power LED projectors that can be coupled with many different 
patters (PT series) and any C-mount projection optics. 
LTPRXP series is ideal for structured light applications, such as 3D profiling and comes in four 
different colors: white, red green and blue. 

LTCLHP - telecentric illuminators

LTCLHP series are high-performance telecentric illuminators specifically designed to back illuminate 
objects imaged by telecentric lenses. This high performance series provides:
Excellent illumination stability featuring no light flickering thanks to very high current stability over 
time even at low currents.
Precise light intensity tuning thanks to the leadscrew multi-turn trimmer positioned in the back.
Easy LED source replacement and alignment for all the LED colors offered by Opto Engineering 
LTCLHP telecentric illuminators offer higher edge contrast when compared to diffused back light 
illuminators and therefore higher measurement accuracy. 
This type of illumination is especially recommended for high accuracy measurement of round or 
cylindrical parts where diffusive back lighting would offer poor performances because of the diffuse 
reflections coming from the edges of objects under inspection.
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MCZR - 4X macro zoom lens 

MCZR series are multiple-magnification optical systems designed for in-line applications requiring 
frequent changes of format and high quality images provided by a same lens.
MCZR macro zoom optics provide 4 different magnifications, combining high resolution imaging 
with the flexibility of object format changing. 
Unlike conventional zoom systems, MCZR have been specifically designed to work as MACRO lenses 
and to ensure unmatched magnification repeatability and reliability in machine vision systems 
thanks to their innovative design. 
MCZR zoom lens can be operated manually or driven by a remote control (using the provided 
software), selecting one of the four available magnifications knowing that both magnification and 
image centering will be maintained when returning to a specific configuration.

TC12K - Telecentric lenses for 12 k and 16 kpx line scan cameras 

TC12K series telecentric lenses are designed to fit very large line detector cameras. An image circle 
diameter larger than 62 mm combined with the very high resolution featured by this lens family 
makes TC12K Series the solution of choice for 12k and 16k pixel cameras. 
Flat panel display, solar cell and electronic board inspection are among the most common 
applications of these optics in the electronics industry; at the same time the optical specifications 
make them perfectly suitable for large mechanical parts accurate measurement.

MC4K - Macro lenses for 4 k linescan cameras 

MC4K series is a collection of macro lenses fitting both 4K linescan cameras and matrix detector 
cameras over 4/3″.
These lenses are specifically designed to naturally work as macros, as opposed to infinite 
conjugate lenses with added spacers: a common alternative but unable to deliver the same optical 
performances.
MC4K lenses feature a fixed aperture, selected to ensure optimal field depth, image resolution 
and brightness for each magnification range, while meeting the typical needs of machine vision 
applications. The absence of an iris adjustment mechanism leads to a simpler and streamlined 
build, granting extra durability and precision.
Machine integration is made easy thanks to the precise focusing mechanism and the possibility to 
choose from an F or M42x1 mount (-N). MC4K series additionally features a front M30.5x0.5 thread 
for insertion of an optional filter as well as easy phase adjustment.

MC12K - Macro lenses for 12 k and 16 kpx linescan cameras

MC12K series are macro lenses specifically optimized to work with high resolution line scan 
cameras with sensor size up to 62 mm. MC12K series are macro by design, enabling unmatched 
and uniform optical performances at short working distances. 
MC12K series are the ideal choice for industrial applications where maximum image resolution is 
required: solar cells and printed sheets inspection, web inspection or high speed product sorting 
are just a few examples.

PCxx030XS – Pericentric lenses for inspection of cylindrical objects 
with just one camera

New PCxx030XS pericentric lenses can inspect cylindrical objects (both lateral sides and top) 
now with diameter down to 7.5 mm with just one camera. 
PCxx030XS  pericentric lenses come in three models designed for 1/3”, 1/2” and 2/3” detectors. 
PCxx030XS are lightweight and fully compatible with CMHO080 clamping mechanics for easy and 
secure integration into machines. 
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